
  

Option Bulls Bet on Las Vegas Recovery with Red Rocks 

Ticker/Price: RRR (($16.65) 

 

Analysis: 

Red Rocks (RRR) attracting bullish positioning this week with 1500 September 2021 $22.50 calls bought for $3.10 and 

November $20/$25 call spreads opening 4500X. RRR also has 2000 April $25 short calls in open interest and a lot of 

October $20 calls still remaining, over 7000X. On 8/20 shares broke out above the 200 day moving average and since then 

have consolidated in a narrow range, testing that 200-day moving average on 9/21 and bouncing. The weekly leaves room 

back to $25 to reclaim the COVID sell-off. RRR insiders, the CEO, VP and Directors have actively been buying shares since 

last August. The $2B resort and gaming company trades 13X FY21 EBITDA and yields a 2.28% dividend. RRR is a holding 

company that owns an indirect equity interest in and manages Station Casinos LLC. Station LLC currently owns and operates 

ten major gaming and entertainment facilities and ten smaller casinos (three of which are 50% owned), offering 

approximately 20,400 slot machines, 375 table games and 5,000 hotel rooms in the Las Vegas regional market. In addition, 

Station LLC also manages Graton Resort & Casino in northern California on behalf of a Native American tribe. Its principal 

source of revenue and operating income is gaming, and non-gaming offerings include restaurants, hotels and other 

entertainment amenities. Approximately 80% to 85% of casino revenue is generated from slot play. RRR made a big splash 

for the Palms in Las Vegas in 2016 which then underwent a massive renovation which, in total, cost them around $1B.  The 

ramp up in terms of marketing remains in the early innings. RRR is much more levered to locals betting than peers on the 

strip and benefits from significant investment in the area including the new Raiders stadium and convention center. RRR has 

a lot of debt but no significant maturities until 2025. Analysts have an average target of $19 and short interest elevated at 

8.6% of the float. JPM raised its target to $21 noting streamlined spending driver higher margins across the regional casino 

plays and potential for sports betting and internet gaming drivers in coming years. RRR recently won a ruling for its North 

Fork Rancheria Hotel & Casino Resort. Hedge Fund ownership rose 12% in Q2 filings, BAMCO a notable top holder.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: RRR is an intriguing name for a Las Vegas recovery play and not getting as much attention as 

other regional plays, watching for a range break.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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